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Dear Members and colleagues: 

it gives me great pleasure to provide the foreword of erra’s 2015 activity report. 

i was elected as chairman in 2014 after serving as a vice chairman and presidium 
Member since 2012.  During this period i have witnessed the maturity and 
expansion of our organization. i am very pleased that i could be part of this 
evolution and to have the honour to lead our community.

if we look at our external environment, we need to state that 2015 was not different 
from the previous turbulent years: we remained concerned about issues such as 
energy price volatility, climate framework uncertainty, access to energy, transition to more sustainable 
energy systems, regional interconnection, innovation etc. Many of these issues were discussed and 
analysed in detail during our internal meetings and some of these were addressed during the 14th 
erra energy investment and regulation conference organized in 2015 october in Bucharest, romania. 

2015 is summed up in this report in details, let me just point out those results and programs that stand 
out from the previous years. 2015 was a very important year from internal institutional perspective. 
First of all, we had the pleasure of accepting the applications of five new member organisations: the 
regulatory and Supervisory Bureau for the Water and electricity Sector in emirate of Dubai;  public 
Utilities regulatory commission, Ghana; authority for electricity regulation, oman; National electric 
power regulatory authority, pakistan and the old/new member National commission for State energy 
and public Utilities regulation, Ukraine. answering the growing interest of new members coming from 
other regions than the core erra region, the General assembly simplified and eased the membership 
structure of the association. in light of the geographical expansion and the growth of erra, the 
presidium initiated discussions with the Government of Hungary with regards to the institutional and 
legal status of the association within Hungary.

We have introduced some new programs – such as the ad hoc member and consultancy projects 
– with the purpose to better serve our members needs and to more effectively focus on our core 
activities. We trust that all the newly introduced programs and projects of 2015 assist us in offering 
increased services to our members.

our priorities for the coming year remain the same as in previous years: serving our members interest 
and needs while focusing on delivering our objectives and plans as per erra’s strategic plan. We will 
continue expanding our programs and services answering new challenges faced by our member 
regulators.

Finally, i would like to thank all the staff for their ongoing efforts and achievement. i am also thankful 
for my fellow presidium Members for assisting me with navigating this robust organization to the right 
directions. Special appreciation shall be expressed to all of our member organisations and individual 
members for being with us in 2015 and supporting our activities through their advice, presence and 
meaningful participation.
 

alparslan Bayraktar
chairman
energy regulators regional association (erra)

chairman letter
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EnErgy rEgulators rEgional association (Erra)
the energy regulators regional association (erra) is a voluntary organization comprised of independent energy 
regulatory bodies primarily from the central european and eurasian region, with associates from africa, asia the Middle 
east and the USa. 

the association’s main objective is to increase exchange of information and experience among its members and to 
expand access to energy regulatory experience around the world.

the Founding Members identified the purpose of erra as follows: 
• to improve national energy regulation in member countries;
• to foster development of stable energy regulators with autonomy and authority and to improve cooperation 

among energy regulators; 
• in addition, the association strives to increase communication and the exchange of information, research and 

experience among members and increase access to energy regulatory information and experience around the 
world and promote opportunities for training.

For more information please visit: www.erranet.org

new membership structure
in order to remove barriers from new regions joining erra and to allow better participation of member organisations, 
erra introduced a new membership structure as of 2015. according to the amendments of the erra constitution:

• affiliate status has been eliminated;
• all former affiliate members were offered to assume full or associate status.

Erra mEmbEr countriEs

 2000–2015
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from the news

erra co-organised with irena 
the 1st and 2nd renewable 
energy training Week in 
January (abu Dhabi, Uae) and 
october (arusha, tanzania)

the first erra training on 

introduction to water Utility 

regulation was held between 

16–20 February, 2015 in 

Budapest, Hungary

erra and ariae 
(association of Latin-american energy 

regulators) signed 
a memorandum of Understanding in 

May, 2015

on May 25 Mr. alparslan Bayraktar, chairman of erra was elected as chairman of icer on the 6th World Forum on energy regulation
erra presented 

its first real-time 

training webcast, 

which was part of 

this year’s Summer 

School

the 14th energy investment 
and regulation conference 
of erra in Bucharest, romania 
featured live audience 
participation again through an 
interactive tool allowing more 
room for Q&a and feedback

publications of 2015:



 survey on the independence of 

the erra Member regulatory 

authorities



 activity report 2014



 Benchmark analysis on illegal 

electricity consumption



 Benchmark analysis on 

Vulnerable consumers

new members of erra:



 Dubai



 Ghana



 oman



 pakistan



 Ukraine

erra launched its 
intern programme 
and introduced the 
first intern at the 
Secretariat

erra organized a tailor-made 

educational program for staff 

members of british embassies 

on December 8-9 in Budapest

erra offered small-scale 

ad hoc consultancy and 

ad hoc topical research 

projects to its member 

organizations
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member actiVities
in the work of the committees there is a historical evolution of topics that members have chosen to examine. as the 
energy market restructuring widened, the competition oriented and sustainable solutions got preference in the erra 
countries and the regulators have matured, the focus has expanded beyond basic tenets of regulation to new and 
emerging topics.

erra cUstomers and retail markets working groUp

Meetings:
• June 29–30, 2015 in Moscow, russian 

Federation

• December 7–8, 2015 in vilnius, Lithuania

the Working Group elected romulus tatar 
– expert, Department of regulation and 
Monitoring Universal Service obligations, 
romanian energy regulatory authority 
(aNre), romania as vice-chairman of the 
erra crM WG during the meeting in vilnius.

New Members joined the 
Working Group in 2015:
• Zsuzsanna Ágh, Hungary
• bolat sambetov, Kazakhstan
• ainura akmatova, Kyrgyz 

Republic
• evgeniy kim, Kyrgyz Republic

• agne•  paškevičiūte•,, Lithuania
• sevda Yiğiter, Turkey
• naweed illahi shaikh, Pakistan

Topics discussed:
• alternative Dispute Settlement and How contract Disputes 

are Solved in each country

• Benchmark analysis of complaint Handling procedures and 
Dispute Settlement practice of erra Members

• correction Factors of Natural Gas Meters in turkey

• changing role and practice of regulators during the 
Liberalization process 

• consumer education and empowering consumers

• consumers’ involvement in Decision Making process also 
through customer protection NGos

• Different practices identifying and Supporting vulnerable 
consumers 

• Legal Background and regulatory practices Handling illegal 
consumption 

• Megapolis electricity power Sector Development: Moscow 
example
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member actiVities

Meetings:
• February 2-3, 2015 in chisinau, Moldova

• June 19, 2015 in Budapest, Hungary

• october 7, 2015 in Bucharest, romania

New Members joined the Working Group 
in 2015:
• kanan mamishov, Azerbaijan
• Zarina botbayeva, Kazakhstan
• bolor-erdene basbayar, Mongolia
• hassan taqi, Oman
• sajid akram, Pakistan
• James grinnell, United Arab Emirates

Topics discussed:
• case study on the last resort tariffs

• conditions of rtpa 

• incentive price regulation 

• obligatory purchase price’ setting of combined heat 
and power generators

• potential market designs for concentrated gas markets 

• regulatory aspects of the introduction of eU Gas 
Network codes with special focus on tariff setting/
pricing method consequences

erra tariff/pricing committee

Meetings:
• January 26-27, 2015 in Skopje, 

Macedonia 

• June 19, 2015 in Budapest, 
Hungary

• october 7, 2015 in Bucharest, 
romania

New Members joined the 
Working Group in 2015:
• tatiana Vieru,  Moldova
• abdulwahab alhinai, Oman
• imtiaz hussain baloch, Pakistan
• elie matar, United Arab Emirates

Topics discussed:
• analysis of eU requirement on the registration of market 

participants in the context of national licensing/ authorization 
regimes

• Functioning wholesale and retail electricity markets

• implementation of 4M Market coupling: context, Status and 
Further Steps

• innovative projects to make clean, renewable sources more 
easily integrated to the electricity system

• License conditions for electricity and gas supply

• Long term supply and demand analyis and capacity assesstments

• Market Building issues in Macedonia and in the See region

• Mutual recognition of licenses and simplification of wholesale 
traders licensing procedure

• regulatory monitoring of network companies and suppliers 

• rules and procedures of tSo network connection

• Supplier switching process: Methodology, regulation, problems 
and best practices. Measuring customer switching rate.

• tSo unbundling and certification process – regulatory aspects 
of the relevant requirements of the third eU energy package

erra licensing/competition committee
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erra’s water initiatiVe
there is a growing tendency among erra member energy regulators to assume water regulatory tasks: while in 2008 
only 35% of member organizations were responsible for water regulation to date more than 50% of full members 
cover water regulation.

Water regulatory topics are often overlapping with energy regulatory tasks, especially in the field of tariffication and 
licensing such as subsidies to low income consumers, incentive tariff system, improving cost recovery etc. the regulatory 
experience accumulated in the field of energy can result in improving water sector regulation and improving cost 
recovery of the industry. erra can play the prime role of bridging these two network services in the interest of all 
the stakeholders in these sectors with the aim to disseminate available regulatory practices and to contribute to the 
capacity development of water regulatory staff.

erra started the process of accommodating water issues in its activities in 2014. Understanding that the programs 
were well attended and appreciated by erra Member water utility regulators, erra did not only continue to offer 
events for water professionals in 2015, but increased its activity in this field, by:

• introducing a new training program called introduction to Water Utility regulation, 
• a dedicated website, 
• a topical workshop 
• and the research fields of the erra regulatory research award have been extended with water utility regulation. 

 
Dedicated webpage

http://www.erranet.org/Water

erra has implemented a number of activities centered around water regulation, built up a communication and 
partnership network and started collecting useful resource materials, 
in order to summarize our achievements and to create a platform dedicated to erra’s Water initiative, we have launched 
a new section in the erra website with the following information:

• List of erra Member Water regulators
• past and future activites
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erra’s water initiatiVe
• resource materials:

– including tariff methodologies and network loss calculations for WSS from erra countries and Glossaries of 
water terms!

 

– Water Laws of Member organizations
– glossaries of water regulatory terms
– publications from other sources: UN, World Bank, oecD, afDB

 

3rd erra workshop on water regUlation, sofia, bUlgaria, 13 noVember 2015
the main topics of the Workshop were the following:

• Methodologies for tariff setting and determining and calculating network losses
• New connections to the network in water supply sector; information on the principles/methodology/procedures
• Market structure and operational model issues

the Workshop was attended by 22 water utility regulators from 9 countries: albania, armenia, Bulgaria, croatia, Georgia, 
Hungary, Latvia, Mongolia and oman and a representative of the World Bank.
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new proJects
to find solution to newly emerging tasks, energy regulators often need to refer to international experiences, in particular 
to the experience of fellow members. in order to accelerate cooperation and dialogue among member organisation, 
erra offered to fund bilateral projects among members, these are called: ad Hoc Member projects. 

ad hoc member proJects
erra introduced ad hoc member-to-member projects with the aim to promote bilateral assistance, cooperation, 
exchange of information and best practices among members. When applying for funds, members had the choice 
to select the format of  joint projects, twinning projects or expert exchange/internship projects.

ad hoc consUltancY proJects
in order to expand the in-house consultancy, 
research and advisory capacity of our organization, 
erra started to offer small-scale ad hoc consultancy 
and ad hoc topical research projects to its member 
organisations.   Small scale ad hoc consultancy 
projects should tackle one particular or specific 
regulatory issue of the member organization 
applying for the program.

interns

the erra Secretariat started to offer intern positions 
to students interested in utility regulation. erra 
interns are supposed to be graduate students with 
the ability to produce benchmarking and other 
analytical type of publications for the purposes of 
the association.
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erra strives to collect various information and statistical data from its member organisations on an annual basis. the 
prime data project of erra is the collection of electricity and natural gas tariff information on a biannual basis. the 
project serves as an excellent benchmarking tool for members and it can illustrate current trends in various regions 
covered by the association. 

members’ data collection
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members’ data collection
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members’ data collection

tariff database sUmmarY for 2014

aVerage electricitY end User prices in eUrcent/kwh 

   

For electricity end-user prices 
the sharpest decrease from 
2014 yearly average to 2015 
first 2 quarter average was in 
the russian Federation with 
19%. the sharpest increase 
from 2014 yearly average to 
2015 first 2 quarters average 
was in armenia with 14%.

aVerage electricitY non-residential prices in eUrcent/kwh

   

For non-residential electricity 
prices the most significant 
decrease from 2014 yearly 
average to 2015 first 2 quarter 
average was in Georgia with 
20%. the most significant 
increase was in albania and 
armenia with 14%.

aVerage  electricitY residential prices in eUrcent/kwh 

    

in the case of residential 
electricity prices the sharpest 
decrease from 2014 yearly 
average to 2015 first 2 quarter 
average was in Latvia with 
51%. the sharpest increase 
was experienced in armenia 
as 13%.

 

erra continued to collect tariff data of member countries for 2015. the first 2 quarters of 2015 are completed and 
the last two quarters data of 2015 are still in process. in the below charts you will find the 2014 average and the first 
2 quarters average of 2015 for selected countries. in the below charts after-tax prices are used and all local currencies 
were converted to euro; so the results are interpreted in euro base currency.
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members’ data collection

 aVerage  natUral gas end User prices in eUr/gJ 

    

Natural gas end-user prices 
decreased in the russian 
Federation with 21% while 
the most remarkable increase 
took place in Ukraine (31%).

aVerage  natUral gas non residential prices in eUr/gJ  

    

For natural gas non residential 
prices the most significant 
again was in the russian 
Federation (21%) and the 
most significant increase was 
seen in armenia (19%).

aVerage  natUral gas wholesale prices in eUr/gJ  

    

in the case of natural gas 
wholesale prices the most 
remarkable decrease was in 
the russian Federation with 
21% and the most remarkable 
was in Ukraine with 32%.
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members’ data collection

information reqUests to members
Members of the committees occassionally turn to each other with ad hoc technical questions on various best practices 
of regulation. Below is a snapshot of questions asked by the Licensing/competition committee members and water 
regulators:

Regulation of Electric Vehicle Charging Station Reporting forms to obtain yearly/monthly information 
from distribution and transmission licensees (DSO and 
TSO) and suppliers

Questionnaire on the preparation and approval of the Transmission network connection agreement template 
(standard conditions)

Financial and economic conditions for the issuance of a 
license for electricity trade on the free market

Request for acts regulating the implementation 
of the certification procedure for gas transmission 
system operators; and the licensing procedure of LNG 
facility services (requirements from the applicant for 
a license, release of license conditions) - in connection 
with harmonizing the Ukrainian legislation with the 
European directives

New connections to the network in water supply sector - principles/methodology/procedures
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inVestment conferences

the 14th energy investment and regulation conference was another successful high level event organised by erra 
between 5–6 october 2015 in Bucharest hosted by the romanian energy regulatory authority.

194 participants 33 countries
4 sessions

47 speakers

over 200 tweets

10 live polls

thE confErEncE 
in numbErs:

During the 4 carefully designed plenary sessions delegates could hear thought-provoking ideas and hands-on 
information on the:

• Status of the energy industry in romania
• Lessons Learned During the Liberalization process
• current Developments in the Natural Gas Market
• energy Law and energy Finance

main messages of the sessions inclUded:

• “Megatrends” and geopolitics are not under the control of 
governments and regulators, and it is important to focus on stable, 
predictable and credible legal and regulatory framework.

• panelists listed some lessons in the form of priorities, like well-
prepared market design, market monitoring framework and 
transparency requirements prior to liberalization. 

• independency should be primary responsibility of regulators – not 
to wait to be granted but fight for it.

• regulators need to focus on market based support mechanisms 
for a sustainable renewables penetration.

• the aim of the newly introduced eU Gas target Model is to have 
functioning wholesale gas markets and stipulating further market 
integration for the benefit of consumers.

• the US LNG export in the european region is real, for which the 
markets have to have open access regime, available infrastructure, 
clear policy and supportive regulation.

• regulators have a key role in addressing the legal and financial 
questions in energy markets by providing predictability and 
creating sound investment climate.

fire starters of the 
conference
this year’s conference introduced a new 
element in the erra conference agenda: 
the special speaker role of ‘Fire Starters’. their 
responsibility was to set the scene for the 
overall topic of their session by introducing 
the main perspectives of the topic by 
providing thought-provoking questions. 
this unique feature allowed to create an 
engaging atmosphere by motivating the 
panels within their session for an intensive 
and meaningful discussion.

location of erra inVestment conferences (2002–2016)

2002-2006, 
2008, 2010

budapest, hungary

2007
istanbul, turkey

2009
warsaw, poland

2011
st. petersburg, 

russia

2012
izmir, turkey

2013
tallinn, estonia

2014
baku, azerbaijan

2015
bucharest, 
romania

2016
bratislava, 
slovakia 
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technical meetings

total number of participants: 428
total number of speakers: 99
total number of topics: 64

erra licensing/
competition 

committee meeting

JaNUary

erra tariff/pricing 
committee meeting

FeBrUary

14th erra energy 
investment 

and regulation 
conference

erra extraordinary 
general assembly 

erra chairmen and 
standing committee 

meetings

octoBer

3rd high-level 
meeting of 

associations of 
emerging regions

May

3rd erra 
workshop on 

water regulation

NoveMBer

erra customers 
and 

retail markets 
wg meeting

DeceMBer

erra general 
assembly

erra chairmen and 
standing committee 

meetings

erra customers and 
retail markets wg 

meeting

JUNe

erra’s members engage in high level technical discussions in committees, working groups and other internal meetings. 
these exchanges result in meaningful suggestions for altering regulatory practices, impacting national and regional 
energy markets. it is through this interaction and development of trust among regulators that solutions are jointly 
explored that may be implemented in diverse legal systems. 

the variations in legal systems and the different energy sources, market structures and operational models in member 
countries means the exchange of ideas is essential, even if they do not implement a uniform standard.

ad hoc workshops center around certain topics of energy regulation and participation is not restricted to registered 
members of the technical committees and working groups. 

   
”When i come to erra 

meetings i expect the very best 
in speakers, topics and the dialogue 

afterwards” 
Ms. colette Honorable, 

Former president of NarUc
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training coUrses

coUrses implemented in 2015
• erra-ireNa renewable energy training Week (January, abu Dhabi)
• introduction to Water Utility regulation (February, Hungary)
• energy regulation in emerging countries (april, turkey)
• price regulation and tariffs (May, Hungary)
• Summer School: introduction to energy regulation (July, Hungary)
• ireNa-erra 1st africa renewable energy training Week (october, 

tanzania)
• principles of electricity Markets (November, Hungary)
• erra Workshop for Staff Members of British embassies involved in 

the central european Network (ceN)  (December, Hungary)

a key pillar to implementing effective energy regulation is the ongoing education of energy commissioners and 
their staff. professional development in energy regulation requires a working knowledge of regulatory economics, 
good understanding of policy impacts and the ability to navigate national policy processes. among others it requires 
effective agency management of the legal and organizational processes necessary for adequate due process protection 
in regulatory activities.

over the past years, erra has developed a range of course offerings, from introductory courses to advanced regulatory 
techniques. the majority of erra’s course instructors are current or former regulators, creating a strong link between 
applied knowledge and the theoretical concepts that guide regulation.  

erra educates participants through a variety of methods, including group exercises, mock simulations, participant 
case studies, on-site visits and self-testing; providing them a foundation to adapt regulatory procedures to their own 
national legal and regulatory frameworks. the diversity of students on these courses is a reflection of the high demand 
for relevant education.

  
“all participants rated  

the course as excellent, that will 
make a huge difference to doing their job 

better.  overall we thought the aim of the course 
was met and even exceeded as we have gained a 
knowledge that put us on par with contacts at line 

ministry, industry or the regulator.” 

Kriszti Kocsis, Senior policy officer, British embassy- 
quoting participants of the erra Workshop 

for Staff Members of British embassies 
involved in the central european 

Network (ceN)

erra training statistics (2002-2015)

 Number of participants of the erra trainings (2015)
 Number of participants of the erra trainings (2002–2015) 2227

198

erra certified energy regulator (cer) is supposed to acknowledge 
those erra training participants who have successfully participated 
in minimum three training programs organized by erra.

the total number of cer diploms issued until December 2015: 26

erra training statistics (in  2015)

 ireNa renewable energy training Week
 introduction to Water Utility regulation
 energy regulation in emerging countries
 price regulation and tariffs 
 Summer School: introduction to energy regulation
 ireNa-erra 1st africa renewable energy training Week
 principles of electricity Markets
 erra Workshop for Staff Members of British embassies involved in the central  

   european Network (ceN)

total number of participants: 198

25

26

16

25
24

34

27

21
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training coUrses

training webcasts:
erra organized two webcasts during 2015. the first webcast broadcasted an introductory presentation of the erra 
Summer School, while the second webcast showed a more complex presentation of the principles of electricity Markets 
training course. the aim of the webcasts was to attract viewers who could not take part in the training courses and give 
a hint on erra training courses for those who are planning to join in the future.

Evaluation of the program by participants: Participants learnt the best new practices about:

Instructors:
• baptista, Jaime erSar, portugal
• black, david oFWat, United Kingdom
• baYraktar, alparslan chairman of erra
• iskenderoV, roman raWW, russia
• kaderJÁk, péter reKK, Hungary

• kis, andrás reKK, Hungary 
• michaUd, david World Bank
• sZalÓki, szilvia Hea, Hungary
• sZabÓ, iván attorney-at-Law, Hungary
• Zetland, david Leiden University college, the 

Netherlands

2015’s innoVations:
WATER REGULATORY TRAINING COURSE

INTRODUCTION TO WATER UTILITY REGULATION new

When and where?
16-20 February 2015, Budapest, Hungary

Topics:
• Water Utility economics
• principles and institutions of Water Utility regulation
• tariff Setting
• performance Benchmarking
• New Developments and emerging issues in Water Utility regulation

Participants from:
cape verde, Denmark, Georgia, Ghana, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, russia, Saudi arabia, Ukraine, 
United arab emirates
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e-librarY and pUblications

the erra website is central to the distribution of materials and interaction among members. the use of the website is 
essential for bringing the geographically distant membership together to provide them new information and resources 
developed.

total number of publications available in the erra e-library: 6.134
number of publications uploaded in 2015: 360
some publications from partner organisations:

• the World Bank: State of the Sector 2015
• United Nations: Facing the challenges of the Water Sector – case Studies and indicators
• aFUr: Framework for Utility regulation in africa
• the World Bank: Design and Sustainability of renewable energy incentives
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2015 pUblications

the erra customers and retail Markets Working Group prepared two valuable benchmarking reports:

benchmark analysis: legal background and regulatory practices handling illegal electricity consumption in 
erra member countries (published in august 2015).
the aim of the Benchmark analysis is to collect different legal procedures and statutory power of the regulators 
handling illegal consumption. analysing typical behaviour of license holders to discover and eliminate of such 
consumption.
For data collection a questionnaire was prepared and distributed among Working Group Members, 
17 Members provided information for the analysis.
the document contains the logical scheme of identification, corrective measures and 
consequences of illegal electricity consumption.
author: romulus tatar – expert, romanian energy regulatory authority (aNre).
http://erranet.org/committee-WG/customers_WG/papers

benchmark analysis: different practices in identifying, categorizing and supporting Vulnerable consumers 
in erra member countries (published in September 2015).
the aim of the Benchmark analysis is to collect and analyse the different definitions describing the category 
of vulnerable consumers with a special focus on different supporting methods (financial and non-financial 
support schemes) among erra countries.
For data collection a questionnaire was prepared and distributed among Working Group Members, 14 Members 
provided information for the analysis.
author: romulus tatar – expert, romanian energy regulatory authority (aNre)
edited by: Zsuzsanna Ágh – Legal advisor, Hungarian energy and public Utility regulatory 
authority (Hea)
http://erranet.org/committee-WG/customers_WG/papers

e-librarY and pUblications

based on the results of the erra regulatory research award 2015 the following papers were published on 
the erra website: 

• adam ralston – Laurie Macfarlane: “the role of customers in the Strategic review of charges process in 
the Water industry in Scotland” (Winner paper)

• Barrie Murray: “System Security & plant Margin with intermittent renewable Generation” (acknowledged paper)
• Juliusz Kowalczyk: “Quasi-regulatory Behaviour of  the transmission System operator – Minimise 
 or Legitimise?” (acknowledged paper)

http://www.erranet.org/otheractivities/award#12
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e-librarY and pUblications

the erra Secretariat launched a survey on the independence of its member regulatory authorities which 
comprises 26 member regulators and mainly covers the political, financial and legal aspects of independence 
as well as transparency issues. the report summarizes the information received and includes the calculated 
elements of Gilardi indeces measuring formal independence of member regulators. 
the Benchmark analysis was finalised in June 2015 and is available through the erra Library 
or by using the following link: http://erranet.org/independence/download 
edited by: dr. Gábor Szörényi – General Secretary, erra 
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erra regUlatorY research award

During the 14th erra energy investment and regulation conference the erra regulatory research award 2015 was 
ceremonially handed over to the winners – laurie macfarlane and adam ralston from the water industry commission 
for scotland for their winning paper: „the role of customers in the strategic review of charges process in the water 
industry in scotland”.

the Winner paper and other acknowledged papers can be downloaded from the erra website: http://www.erranet.
org/otheractivities/award#12

the erra regulatory research award was established in 2014 in order to encourage, 
reward and expand energy regulatory research and analysis and contribute to 
improve regulatory practices among erra energy regulators.

Executive Summary
this paper summarises recent experience in the water industry in Scotland following changes to the 
regulatory framework to significantly enhance the role of customers in the regulatory process. 

the paper illustrates how lessons learned from innovative approaches to customer engagement in other 
countries were adapted to provide a mechanism for customer engagement, including establishing a new 
customer body for water in Scotland (the customer Forum) to engage directly with the regulated utility on 
areas of price setting and service improvements for the 2015-21 Strategic review of charges. 

the paper concludes that the customer Forum significantly improved outcomes for customers, including 
ensuring price increases below the rate of inflation as well as stability of prices and ongoing improvements 
in service levels.  

the customer Forum also helped to enhance the robustness of the service performance measures for 
Scottish Water, including a new focus on customer experience. as these new measures are implemented 
there will be the opportunity to assess their effectiveness and for the customer Forum to continue to adapt 
the monitoring mechanism to ensure they are delivering maximum benefits for customers. 

Implication for Regulators:
- the Scottish water regulatory experience might be relevant for other areas of regulation like electricity and 

gas in both the private and public sector; 

- the experience shows that empowering customers can deliver positive outcomes for customers and the 
environment where there is a willingness from the company and regulator; 

- it could be considered as a case study for erra members who are seeking to strengthen customer 
participation in regulatory decisions and increase transparency.
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erra regUlatorY research award

adVisorY committee of the erra regUlatorY research award 2015
• robert arcHer – former USaiD Senior energy advisor, USa – chair of raaС
• Jaime Melo BaptiSta – former president, Water and Waste Services regulation authority, portugal
• Florin GUGU – Head of regulatory and institutional affairs, eNeL Servicii, romania
• John GULLiver – partner, pierce atwood LLp, USa
• vidmantas JaNKaUSKaS – professor, vilnius technical University, Lithuania
• péter KaDerJÁK – Director of reKK (regional centre for energy policy research), Hungary
• Fatih KÖLMeK – energy expert and advisor to the commissioner, energy Market regulatory authority, turkey
• Maxim MULyUKiN – former Head of international cooperation and external relations Development Department, 

Federal tariff Service, russian Federation
• Konstantin petrov – Director Market and policy, DNv-GL energy & Sustainability, Germany
• Gábor SZÖrÉNyi – General Secretary, erra
• Zlatko ZMiJarevic – Department for the electric power System and Quality of Service - electricity Division, 

croatian energy regulatory agency, croatia

sUbmission is open for the erra regUlatorY research award 2016!
proposed research fields

• electricity system regulation
• gas system regulation
• district heating regulation
• regulatory governance

For more information please refer to the call for paper and Submission form available through the following link: 
http://erranet.org/otheractivities/award

we encourage candidates to submit publications for the erra regulatory research award 2016 by may 31, 2016!

ERRA Award 2015 Giving Ceremony 
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international cooperation
erra strives to put special attention to international cooperation and to partnership with institutions of common 
interest. close ties between erra and the national association of regulatory Utility commissioners (narUc) and the 
council of european energy regulators (ceer) reflect a key to the successful sharing of experiences and enables erra 
member regulators to learn regulatory procedures from well-established markets. 

erra maintained its membership in the international confederation of energy regulators (icer) and Mr. alparslan 
Bayraktar, chairman of erra was elected as chairman of icer on the 6th world forum on energy regulation in May, 
2015. erra took an active role on the Steering committee of icer in developing the 6th world forum on energy 
regulation organized in istanbul, during which erra and the association of latin-american energy regulators (ariae) 
signed a memorandum of Understanding in order to enhance the transfer of knowledge and experience between the 
two organisations.

erra is proud to be a lead initiator of the high-level meetings of associations of emerging regions. in conjunction 
with the 6th World Forum on energy regulation the 3rd high-level meeting of regional associations of emerging 
markets was held in istanbul. the meeting was attended by all the regional associations covering developing countries 
and it was able to contribute to the exchange of experience of regional associations. in addition, in april 2015 erra 
organized the 4th training course on energy regulation in emerging countries with the purpose to assist regulators 
coming from developing countries in their special needs, burning issues and priorities.

cooperation is important with not only partner associations and organisations but also with individual member 
regulators. in this spirit the erra chairman strives to be available for introductory meetings with newly appointed 
chairmen and presidents of member organisations in order to exchange ideas about the purpose of cooperation and 
to learn the needs and expectations of member organisations. in addition, members of the erra presidium tend to 
contact their regulatory peers from member organisations in order to update them on the most recent activities of the 
association and also to learn their priorities and focal points in regulation.

cooperation with the energy community was ongoing in 2015 and erra was able to benefit from the accumulated 
experiences of the customers/retail Markets Working Group of the energy community, when operating its own similar 
Working Group. erra and the energy community launched a joint project and as a result a Benchmarking analysis was  
on the independence erra members’ regulatory authorities in June 2015.

erra continued to strengthen the strategic cooperation with the international renewable energy agency (irena) 
throughout the year and co-organized ireNa’s 1st and 2nd renewable energy training Week in abu Dhabi and 
tanzania. the program aimed to accelerate the deployment of renewable power connected to power grids and to 
promote effective regulatory regimes for integrated resource planning and capacity building.

another milestone in erra’s international relations was the organization of a tailor-made educational program 
prepared for staff members of british embassies responsible for energy and climate change issues involved in the 
central european Network (ceN) and the wider european network. the training workshop was hosted by the British 
embassy in Budapest and mainly focused on fundamentals of energy regulation providing essential knowledge to 
understand the workings and structure of energy markets and the relevant eU policy framework.

in order to support erra’s initiatives in water utility regulation, the association continued the cooperation with the 
world bank and with the international water association (iwa). these working contacts allow erra to rely on the long 
standing expertise of these organisations when it comes to internal meetings and/or educational programs. 
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